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Abstract
Epilepsy/seizures are major indications for brain imaging in

clinical neurology. Structural lesions that may cause seizures are
numerous and are defined using various neuroimaging techniques,
including magnetic resonance imaging. The resolution of MRI
allows for better fine ultra-structural lesions delineation. The aim of
this study was to describe the pattern and frequency of structural

brain lesions in MRI of patients with seizures and no clinically evi-
dent focal neurological signs. This was a retrospective, descriptive
study carried out in a private hospital in Enugu, South East Nigeria
to review all MRI results of patients who presented with seizures
without clinical evidence of focal neurologic deficits. The MRI
reports of two-third of the patients (47.9%) revealed focal lesions
and about a third of the patients (32.2%) had normal findings. The
structural lesions reported were mostly brain tumors (16%), stroke
(9.5%), central nervous system infections (6.5%), brain malforma-
tion (6%) and encephalomalacia/gliosis (5%). Frequency of focal
lesions clearly increased with age. Young patients were mostly asso-
ciated with normal findings. Brain tumors and stroke were noted to
occur more in the middle and aged patients respectively. Brain
Magnetic Resonance Imaging remains a useful tool in the workup of
patients with seizures without neurologic deficits. Treatable lesions
can easily be revealed using this imaging modality.

Introduction
Epilepsy is one of the major indications for brain imaging in

clinical neurology.1 The dramatic nature of epileptic seizures,
especially new-onset seizures in adults, may compel patients and
their families to insist on neuroimaging as well as other relatively
expensive investigations without recourse to guidelines. Structural
lesions that may cause seizures are numerous usually defined using
various neuroimaging techniques, including Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI). Structural MRI findings in seizures/epilepsy are
similar to those seen in Computerized Tomography (CT), however,
because of better resolution of MRI, ultra-structural lesions are
better delineated depending on the resolution of the MRI and
imaging protocol used.1,2 Structural changes on MRI in seizures
can be categorized into the following groups: mesial temporal scle-
rosis, cortical developmental malformations/neuronal migration
disorders, phacomatoses, vascular abnormalities, infections, neo-
plasms, stroke, traumatic lesions and miscellaneous conditions
such as gliosis, encephalomalacia and encephalocele.1-6 A good
proportion of these disorders are amenable to surgical treatment,
hence the need for proper imaging.4-6 MRI is also useful in the fol-
lowing up of patients on anti-epileptic drugs such as Vigabatration7

while negative or normal MRI findings are also important in reas-
suring patients, thus encouraging them to continue on conservative
treatment where necessary. 

The pattern of structural MRI lesions or other radiologic imag-
ing findings in epilepsy depend on the age group studied and this
may generally reflect the epidemiology of diseases in the region
studied.5,810 For example, in Sub Saharan Africa, lesions resulting
from infections and trauma may be significant. Other factors that
may affect MRI findings in seizure in our setting include the avail-
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ability and expertise of the neuro radiologist, and the spatial reso-
lution of the MRI machine.

The International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) suggests
that everyone with epilepsy should have, in the ideal situation, a
high-quality MRI.11 The National Institute of Health and Clinical
Excellence guidelines recommend that MRI of the brain should be
the investigation of choice in children and adults with epilepsy to
screen for structural abnormalities.12 In CT based studies, the fre-
quency of structural lesions ranged from 6% to 55.1% depending
on methodology employed.8-10 The three commonest structural
findings in the CT of people with epilepsy reported in Enugu were
tumors (20.4%), encephalomalacia (18.9%) and strokes (7.7%).8-10
The yield of MRI also varies depending on the cohort studied: new
onset seizures, epilepsy patients or intractable seizures.8-11,13,14
Epileptogenic lesions were detected in 12.7-14% in patients with
first – ever seizures15,16 and in up to 82-86% in people with
intractable seizures.17 The presence of MRI abnormalities in
patients with new-onset epilepsy is predictive of seizure recurrence
and difficulty with seizure control using medical therapy.17

In Nigeria, MRI is gradually replacing CT in the evaluation
and management of patients with seizures and epilepsy. The use of
standard epilepsy protocol in the evaluation of patients with
seizures is recommended,11 Unfortunately, in most settings in
Nigeria, a non-epilepsy protocol MRI is usually performed primar-
ily because of cost and lack of specialized neuro radiologists.
Structural lesions are more frequently found using epilepsy proto-
cols compared to non-epilepsy protocols.19

Review of the pattern of structural lesions in brain MRI of
seizure patients is important in the determination of causes of
seizures and epilepsy in tropical region, where such data have not
been documented. 

The aim of this study was to review the pattern of focal lesions
in patients presenting with seizures not presenting with focal neu-
rological deficits in a tertiary hospital in South East Nigeria. 

Materials and Methods
This was a retrospective, descriptive study of brain MRI of

patients seen in a private tertiary hospital in Enugu, the capital of
Enugu State, South East Nigeria. The hospital is a referral neurol-
ogy/neurosurgery center and introduced the first MRI scan in

South East Nigeria and receives from all parts of Nigeria. At the
time of the study 0.35T MRI was the only MRI machine available
in the hospital. Although most of the studied patients scanned were
referred from other hospitals however, a good number of them
were primary patients of the hospital. 

Brain MRI was performed at various intervals from the onset
of ailment. Data on age, gender, symptoms and radiologic findings
were entered into a questionnaire and transferred into personal
computer. Routine non-contrast and contrast brain MRI were con-
ducted using BT1-0.35T system. Images were obtained in sagittal
T1, T2, GRE, FLAIR; axial and coronal T1, T2 sequences. We
reviewed only those with the diagnosis of seizure and/ or epilepsy.
MRI was reported by consultant radiologists and reviewed by two
neurologists. MRI reports included in the study were done between
December 2010 and February 2018. 

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
All adult cases (18 years and above) with a diagnosis of or sus-

pected seizures were included if the meet the study criteria.
Patients with documented clinical signs suggestive of acute or sub-
acute focal neurologic deficits were excluded. History of brain
surgery was also excluded. Other cases that were excluded were
those with metabolic disorders such as major organ dysfunction,
diabetic coma and cases of possible mental illness especially if
indicated in the request notes. In the case of repeat MRI, the last
scan was selected. 
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Table 1. Age and gender distribution of the Patients. 

Gender                Male            Female              Total          p-value

20                                 12 (5)                10 (6.3)                  22 (5.5)                    
20-34                          88 (36.5)             75 (47.5)               163 (40.9)                  
34-44                          31 (12.9)             25 (15.8)                 56 (14)                    
45-54                         31 (12.9)               8 (5.1)                   39 (9.8)                    
55-64                          30 (12.4)              10 (6.3)                  40 (10)                    
≥65                            49 (20.3)              30 (19)                 79 (19.8)               0.02
Mean age (sd)        43.6±19.1            40.1±19.3               42.2±19.2               0.07
Median age                    41                         33                            37                         
Total                         241 (60.4)           158 (39.6)              399 (100)                  

Table 2. Distribution of MRI findings.

Normal MRI                    Epileptogenic lesions N=191(47.9)                                              Possibly related to causes of epilepsy 
                                        (focal lesions with strong epileptogenic potential)                    (non specific findings)

                                                     Tumors                                                          64 (16)                                                   Brain atrophy                   45 (11.3)
                                                     Stroke                                                           38 (9.5)                                                  DWM*                                31 (7.8)
                                                     Infections                                                     26 (6.5)                                                  Hydrocephalus                 3 (0.8)
                                                     Congenital abnormalities                         26 (6.5)                                                  HWML**                           1 (0.3)
                                                     Encephalomalacia/gliosis                         20 (5)                                                                                                  
                                                     Cysts                                                             8 (2)                                                                                                    
                                                     Subdural hematoma                                  2 (0.5)                                                                                                 
                                                     Inflammatory                                              2 (0.5)                                                                                                 
                                                     Contusion                                                    1 (0.3)                                                                                                 
                                                     Hyperostosis frontalis                              1 (0.3)                                                                                                 
                                                     Calcification                                                1 (0.3)                                                                                                 
                                                     Mesial temporal lobe sclerosis              1 (0.3)                                                                                                 
Total***                                      128 (32.1)                                                     191 (47.9)                                                                                           80 (20.1)
*Deep white matter lesions. **Hyperintense white matter lesions. ***Percentage of all scans reviewed.
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Ethics approval
The study was reviewed and approved by the hospital’s Ethics

Committee.

Statistical Methods 
For database management and statistical analyses, we used the

SPSS version 23 (IBM Corporation, New York, USA). Data were
presented in tables and figures. Continuous variables, mean values
and standard deviation were calculated. Rates were expressed as
percentages. Categorical values were compared using the Chi
Square test. Mean age was compared using independent t-test. In
all, p value <0.05 was regarded as statistically significant.
Conclusions were drawn at 95% confidence interval.

Results
A total of 399 MRI reports were reviewed and 60.4%were

males and the rest females. Most of the participants were aged 20-
34 years. P=0.02 The mean and median ages of the patients were
42.2±19.2 and 37 years respectively (Table 1). The MRI report of
most patients (n=191,47.9%) revealed focal lesions. While that of
80 (20.1%) revealed lesions, which may share common risk factors
with epilepsy, hence may indirectly suggest secondary seizures.
About a third of the patients had normal MRI 128 (32.1%). 

The commonest structural lesions reported were brain tumors
64 (16%), stroke 38 (9.5%), central nervous system infections 26
(6.5%), brain malformation 24 (6%) and encephalomalacia/gliosis
20 (5%). Other structural findings are listed on Tables 2 and 3.
Lesions such as grey matter heterotropia, multiple sclerosis, white
matter hyperintensities and mesial temporal sclerosis were few but
clearly documented.

The age distribution of epileptogenic lesions clearly increased
with age reaching as high as 57.5% in the 55-64 age group while
that of indirect indicators of secondary seizures peaked from 65
years and above. About 44.7% of patients 20-44 years had normal
MRI compared to 7.6% of patients 65 years and above (Figure 1).
The age distribution of the major lesions is shown in Figure 2.
Brain tumors peaked at 55-64 years while stroke peaked after 65
years. The mean age of diagnosis of various lesions are shown in
Table 4. Stroke increased steadily from 20 years peaking at 65
years and above. Tumors peaked at 55-64 years and infections at
45-54 years. Brain malformations were more frequent before 20
years of age. The age of diagnosis of encephalomalacia/gliosis and
brain malformations did not significantly differ from the age of

patients with normal MRI (Table 3).

Discussion
The fundamental goal of seizure workup is to determine, if

possible, any underlying structural etiology. Brain MRI provides
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Figure 1. Distribution of lesion epileptogenic, possible epilepto-
genic and Normal MRI scans. 

Table 3. Distribution of epileptogenic lesions.

Epileptogenic lesions N=191(47.9)*        N (%)**       Sub total 

Stroke
           •    Infarct                                                              36 (94.7)                    
           •    Hemorrhage                                                     2 (5.3)                    38            
Encephalomalacia                                                            18 (90)
Gliosis                                                                                  2 (10)                     20
Infective 
           •    Encephalitis                                                     13 (50)
           •    Cerebritis                                                         5 (19.3)
           •    Cerebral abscess                                           3 (11.5)
           •    Meningitis                                                         2 (7.7)
           •    Granulomatous necrosis                               2 (7.7)
           •    Toxoplasmosis                                                 1 (3.8)                    26            
Congenital 
           •    AVM*                                                                12 (46.2)
           •    Brain malformation                                       5 (19.3)
           •    Dandy Walker syndrome                               4 (15,4)
           •    Mucocele                                                          1 (3.8)
           •    Agenesis of corpus callosum                       1 (3.8)
           •    Grey matter heterotropia                             1 (3.8)
           •    Ventriculomegaly                                             1 (3.8)                    26            
*Percentage of all scans reviewed. **Percentage of all subtotal.

Figure 2. Distribution of most common epileptogenic lesions.
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Table 4. Age and gender distribution of the Patients. 

Gender                                Mean age (sd)              p-value* 

Normal MRI                                           32.4 (14.2)                                  -
Brain Tumors                                        45.8 (16.1)                             <0.01
Stroke                                                    62.7 (15.6)                             <0.01
CNS infections                                     45.2 (20.7)                             <0.01
Encephalomalacia/Gliosis                  39.1 (20.3)                               0.47
Brain Malformations                         27.2 (±11.9)                             0.65
*In comparison to mean age of patients with Normal MRI.
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valuable information in this regard, hence has implications in treat-
ment selection and prognosis. This is of a special importance in
new-onset adult seizures as well inpatients with medically
intractable seizures. The increasing availability of MRI in Nigeria
has significantly improved diagnosis and successful surgical treat-
ment of epilepsy patients with resectable focal lesions. 

Overall, this study suggests that a large proportion of patients
with seizures may have focal lesions based on the high rates of
epileptogenic and possible epileptogenic lesions reported. These
findings also offer an insight into the causes and risk factors for
epilepsy in Nigeria. Previous studies on structural brain findings in
seizures/epilepsy in Nigeria were based on CT imaging.8-10
Oguniyi et al.9 reported a frequency of 45.3% of abnormal CT
scans while a similar study at Enugu reported a diagnostic yield of
55.1%.8

The commonest structural lesions reported were brain tumours
64 (16%) and stroke 38 (9.5%). MRI sensitive lesions such as grey
matter heterotropia, multiple sclerosis, white matter hyperintensi-
ties and mesial temporal sclerosis were few but clearly document-
ed. Brain tumors peaked at 55-64 years while stroke peaked after
65 years. 

The mean age and age distribution of patients in this study is
different from the age distribution of epilepsy cohorts reported
from several studies in Nigeria.20,21 The reasons are not unrelated
to the inclusion of both patients with potential epilepsy and those
with symptomatic seizures. The distribution of epileptogenic
lesions varied with age. The mean age of patients with tumors was
45.8 (16.1) years and the mean age of patients with stroke was 62.7
(15.6) years. We have reported an increasing diagnostic yield of
neuro imaging in people with epilepsy using brain CT especially
after 59 years. In this study, frequency of epileptogenic lesion
almost leveled out after 44 years probably due to better resolution
of MRI when compared to CT. 

Similar to other studies on structural findings in epilepsy,13-15
tumors were common significant neurological findings in this
study. Although about 4% of epilepsy patients may develop brain
tumors over their lifetime, incidence of seizures in patients with
brain tumors may be as high as 30% to 100% depending on tumor
type and location.17 Low grade astrocytoma and gliomas, cortical
location and temporal lobe tumors are reported to be highly epilep-
togenic.22,23 We are not aware of any study that has evaluated pat-
tern of MRI findings in people with epilepsy in Nigeria. Most of
other local studies used brain CT imaging technique. For instance,
in a CT based study in adolescent seizure patients,13 tumors were
reported in 27.3% in Saudi Arabia24 and in 20.4% Enugu.8
Comparing with these CT studies, the proportion of tumors in the
index is lower; however , this may only be relative. This observa-
tion could be due to: i) inclusion of more elderly people with high-
er rates of stroke and brain atrophy, ii) inclusion of both epilepsy
and new-onset seizures, and iii) the overall higher sensitivity of
MRI in detecting finer and subtle structural changes than
CT.Furthermore, CT might have been used as a first line investiga-
tive modality before MRI.

Stroke was diagnosed in 38 (9.5%) of the patients in the index
study. The rising incidence of seizures/epilepsy in the elderly has
been attributed to several factors including stroke.25 Stroke is the
leading cause of epilepsy in older adults and a leading cause of sta-
tus epilepticus.25 In the developed countries, post stroke epilepsy
accounts for 14% to 21% of all cases of epilepsy.26 Current demo-
graphic projections indicate a rising proportion of older adults in
Nigeria27 the population at greatest risk of stroke. Stroke type, the
location of the lesion and family history of epilepsy are important
determinants of post stroke seizures.28-29

Overall, seizures occur in about 3%–6.4% of ischemic stroke
survivors within a year and 54%–66% of them go on to develop
epilepsy.30-32-35 With the current prevalence of 12/1000,33 the bur-
den of post stroke epilepsy is set to increase in the community
because the long-term cumulative risk of post-stroke epilepsy is
also high. This study also gives some insight into this emerging
problem. The mean age of patients with stroke in this study was
62.7 years similar to the age of stroke survivors in Nigeria.33 Other
reasons may not be unrelated to the inclusion of both patients
hydrocephalus, sub-dural hematoma and dementia which are pos-
sible causes of symptomatic seizures and epilepsy. The high rates
of stroke in this study demonstrated the growing burden of post
stroke epilepsy. The prevention of epilepsy is eminently illustrated
in the case of post stroke epilepsy because of the several modifi-
able risk factors associated with stroke. The current study lends an
impetus not only to the primary prevention of stroke but also of
epilepsy. 

The pattern of CNS infections in the current study was domi-
nated by encephalitis however all the spectrum of CNS infections
seemed to be represented. Considering the epidemiology of these
disorders, it is possible that the current finding will be a gross
underestimate of the contribution of CNS infections to seizures
and epilepsy in our region. This is because most people at risk of
CNS infections may not afford MRI at current costs. The study did
not report any cysticercosis which has been reported elsewhere.34

Encephalomalacia, gliosis and brain atrophy add up to about
16% of all cases with positive MRI findings. They form a common
pathogenic pathway in the evolution of several CNS insults,
including stroke, infections and trauma and have been associated
with seizures and epilepsy.29 Persisting seizures in these lesions
may be indirect indicators of chronicity. In patients with dementia,
which is also risk factor for epilepsy, generalized atrophy is a com-
mon finding. Encephalomalacia and gliosis peaked at a later age
than infectious diseases but earlier than stroke suggesting multi-
plicity of causes. CT studies have shown that encephalomalacia
can occur in as high as 3.7- 18.9% of patients with epilepsy.8-10

Arteriovenous malformation is the commonest brain malfor-
mation listed in the current study and it has been reported in about
5-6.5% of people with epilepsy in the general population.35
Intracranial vascular malformations, including arteriovenous mal-
formations, confer a significant risk of first ever seizure and
epilepsy.36-37 Location and type of lesion are strongly correlated
with the epileptogenicity of the lesion.38 As expected, the frequen-
cy of malformations peaked below 20 years and sharply dropped
by the age of 44 years. The small peak of malformations from 65
years may be due to aneurysms, which are known to enlarge with
age. All other brain malformations reported in this study have been
associated with epilepsy.39 Detecting brain malformations are
some of the advantages of using MRI over CT. Although this study
used a 0.35T MRI, one case of grey matter heterotropia was detect-
ed. Other findings such as multiple sclerosis, mesial temporal lobe
sclerosis and hyperintense white matter lesions also underscore the
importance of MRI in the evaluation of patients in our setting. 

Two other findings that merit commentary in this study are
white matter lesions and hydrocephalus. White matter lesions are
seen very frequently in the elderly and can co-occur in the same
patient with any of the other lesions, especially stroke. The rela-
tionship between white matter lesions and epilepsy has not been
well defined but may follow the same pathway as stroke consider-
ing that white matter lesions and stroke appear to share similar
pathogenetic mechanisms. Furthermore, white matter lesions are
frequently described in degenerative dementia, which in turn, are
risk factors for epilepsy. Hydrocephalus is a complication of many
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CNS diseases, which can also cause epilepsy. Conditions, like
meningitis, may occur many years before the development of
hydrocephalus. Hydrocephalus therefore in the context of relevant
medical history may be a pointer to secondary seizures/epilepsy. In
a previous study conducted in the same centre using a CT hydro-
cephalus was reported in about 9.2% of the cases.8

SDH was found only in two cases (0.5%) while contusion was
seen in 1 (0.3%). While these two conditions are recognized risk
factor for posttraumatic seizures and epilepsy,40-42 they were
excluded from the study as primary causes of epilepsy. 

Limitations
We acknowledge some limitations in this study. Firstly, low

resolution of the MRI machine (0.35T) used in this study used may
not be ideal in evaluating a wide range of s of epilepsy etiologies,
nevertheless it is still useful in delineating gross potentially epilep-
togenic lesions such as tumors. Secondly, focal lesions are not nec-
essarily epileptogenic, even though the odd of having epilepsy
with them is high some focal lesions may be completely innocent.
Functional imaging techniques (SPECT, PET, fMRI, MEG -mag-
netoencephalography, EEGs) are more likely to determine which
lesions are truly epileptogenic.

Again, the prohibitive cost of MRI investigation in our envi-
ronment might have introduced selections bias, thus our study
findings may not be generalizable to the entire population. Despite
all these limitations, this study offers an insight into the pattern of
possible epileptogenic lesions in the region. 

Conclusions
MRI is a useful tool in the work-up of patients with seizures

without neurologic deficits. It remains a useful tool to rule out
treatable lesion in such patients in resource poor setting in spite of
cost. 
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